
Light Booms

E Cambo SOLO Stand 
This SOLO Stand is the ideal stand in portrait studios.
The adjustable height over 50 cm switches easily 
between positions for sitting and standing persons, 
between children, adults and groups.
It can be used in combination with any small or 
medium format camera, video camera or passportrait 
camera, either digital or analog.
The black anodised extension tube’s movement has 
a shock-absorbing spring and is equiped with a 3/8” 
mount. Its steel welded base features three swivelling 
castors for quick moving around.

Minimum height ....... 82 cm
Maximum height .....132 cm
Footprint .......... 62 x 53 cm
Weight ................... 10.5 kg
Base .......................... Steel
Column .............. Aluminium

Added control features:            

C Head extension at the end 
of the boom offers rotation up 
to 360 unlimited light angle 
& directional control.
All angle movements are 
controlled by a convenient 
handle at the pivot point.

D Sliding counterweight 
system adjusts for different 
sizes of lights and boxes. 

Once the balance is set for 
your light source, there is no 
need to lock the boom into 
position - raise or lower the 
light to the height required 
and let go. The boom stays 
put without locking clamping 
or cranking.

Each stand is supplied with 
a counterweight bag and 
additional bags are available 
for use with heavier lights  
and control devices.

The minimized length of the 
counterweight section makes 
this the perfect boom for 
smaller studios. The boom 
assembles in less than five 
minutes and requires no tools.
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A This Compact boom, 
measuring only 132cm 
(52") with a reach of 
81cm (32") is a favourite 
among location and 
tabletop photographers as 
well as those with limited 
studio space.

B The Standard Boom is perfect for general studio 
photography, large sets, portrait studios and applications 
with extremely low angles that other booms can't handle. 
It features calibrated angle indicators on both the height 
adjustment and rotating head movements, making it easy 
to repeat setups.

the original Cambo redwing light booms
Featuring a parallelogram design that makes it easy to 

precisely raise or lower your light source without 
changing the angle of light in relation to your subject.
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Both lightbooms feature precision 
brass bearings for ultra-smooth 
movements and precision positioning 
of the mounted light source.
The counterweight bags can be 
slided over a rail with a length of 
35 cm (14") for ideal balancing.

Mounting of boom to tripods:
Preferably with 28mm (1 1/8")
stud or optionally onto a 16mm 
(5/8") spigot.  
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